Administrative failure due to number of semester hours attempted for grades. Grades for the unit of credit at the University of Vermont is the semester of quality points earned at the University of Vermont by the means the course is not repeatable and credit is not received. Undergraduate Students who repeat a course only receive credit once for the course. The grades for all occurrences of the course remain on the permanent academic record and all are included in computing the cumulative grade point average. Repeated Courses Undergraduate students who repeat a course only receive credit once for the course. The grades for all occurrences of the course remain on the permanent academic record and all are included in computing the cumulative grade point average. Undergraduate Students may repeat a course for credit only when failed and only once; only the second grade is then considered. Both grades remain on the student's record. Repeated courses are identified by an 'A' or 'I' appearing after the grade. 'I' means the course is repeatable and credit is granted for the course. 'A' means the course is not repeatable and credit is not received. The enclosed transcript is being sent to you at the request of the other parties. The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 prohibits release of this information without the student's written consent. Please return this material to us if you are unable to comply with this condition of release. Credit The unit of credit at the University of Vermont is the semester hour. Between July 1945 and September 1948, the University operated on a quarter system; three quarter hours are equivalent to two semester hours. Grade Point Average The grade point average is obtained by dividing the total number of quality points earned at the University of Vermont by the determination of grade-point averages and academic standing. Other Grades (not included in computing Grade Point Average) AU Audit CR Credit by Exam I Incomplete M Missing (not received) NP No Pass (Fail) P Pass AF Administrative failure due to a missing grade ANP Administrative no pass due to other reasons AUP Administrative unsatisfactory progress XF Failure resulting from academic dishonesty. This grade is equivalent to the grade of F in the history of the University of Vermont. This transcript is not official without the seal of The University of Vermont and signature of the Registrar. A raised seal is not required. THE UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT – TRANSCRIPT KEY Course Levels 001-099 Introductory 100-199 Intermediate 200-299 Advanced (May be taken for graduate credit by graduate students) 300-399 Graduate 400-499 Doctoral Explanation of Grades Since September 1, 1991 Grades A+ Excellent A Excellent A- Excellent B+ Good B Good B- Good C+ Fair C Fair C- Fair D+ Poor D Poor D- Poor F Failure XF Failure resulting from academic dishonesty. This grade is equivalent to the grade of F in the determination of grade-point averages and academic standing. Other Grades (not included in computing Grade Point Average) AU Audit CR Credit by Exam I Incomplete M Missing (not received) NP No Pass (Fail) P Pass AF Administrative failure due to a missing grade ANP Administrative no pass due to other reasons AUP Administrative unsatisfactory progress XF Failure resulting from academic dishonesty. This grade is equivalent to the grade of F in the determination of grade-point averages and academic standing. Other Grades (not included in computing Grade Point Average) AU Audit CR Credit by Exam I Incomplete M Missing (not received) NP No Pass (Fail) P Pass AF Administrative failure due to a missing grade ANP Administrative no pass due to other reasons AUP Administrative unsatisfactory progress XF Failure resulting from academic dishonesty. This grade is equivalent to the grade of F in the determination of grade-point averages and academic standing. Other Grades (not included in computing Grade Point Average) AU Audit CR Credit by Exam I Incomplete M Missing (not received) NP No Pass (Fail) P Pass AF Administrative failure due to a missing grade ANP Administrative no pass due to other reasons AUP Administrative unsatisfactory progress XF Failure resulting from academic dishonesty. This grade is equivalent to the grade of F in the determination of grade-point averages and academic standing. The university of Vermont College of Medicine is accredited by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME). This transcript is not official without the seal of the University of Vermont and signature of an authorized person in the Office of Student Affairs, College of Medicine or the Registrar, University of Vermont. Please look for the following security features before accepting this document as an authentic, official transcript of The University of Vermont:
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